
 

 

Datacroft TV2Web Uplift-Analysis Dashboard Installation Guide 

The TV2Web Uplift-Analysis Dashboard is set up in a multi-tenant architecture providing fine 

grained access to your individual Tableau dashboard. The only thing that has to be done on 

client side is to grant us access to the necessary Adobe Clickstream data. Here is what exactly 

has to be done and why: 

 

STEP 1: Setup of databases of your TV2Web Uplift-Analysis Dashboard 

The setup consists of two different data sources that have to be set up: 

1. Establishing a daily import of shown spots into your Tableau dashboard 

This will be completely done by Datacroft, no efforts needed on client side! All your TV spot 

data will be included from Datacroft side. 

2. Establishing a daily import of your Adobe Analytics Clickstream data 

This second data source is client specific. A data feed of the client`s Adobe Clickstream raw data 

has to be requested, delivering Adobe Analytics traffic and conversion data on the most 

granular level to our own hosted SFTP. For this step Datacroft will provide a detailed step by 

step PDF guide that will be adapted and individualized for the client (containing SFTP server 

credentials, etc.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



You can find your Adobe Clickstream setup menu in the Adobe Analytics Admin menu under 

“Data Feeds”. 

 

 

STEP 2: Setup of the online dashboard  

Dependent on your individual conversion goal definition and a potential integration of GRP and 

costs data, we configure your individual Tableau dashboard that merges your TV data and your 

Adobe Clickstream data. 

 

STEP 3: Accessing the dashboard 

Once you have received your username and password for the dashboard, you can login to your 

dashboard and see your data growing day by day. 

 

Further questions? 

Please contact us at tv2web-support@datacroft.de in order to talk to us about your specific 

requirements for an individual setup and any questions you have concerning the technical 

implementation. 
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